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Methodological question: 

Does an increased presence of erratic ratings in the PANSS at sites affect response to placebo and 

drug placebo difference in negative symptom schizophrenia clinical trials? 

Introduction: We have previously reported increased response to placebo in subjects with an erratic 

pattern of symptom changes (Kott, Umbricht, Wang, Daniel; 2017). Erratic changes represent 

unusually large changes in ratings of symptom severity across consecutive visits in opposite 

directions and may be an indicator of poor rating quality. We investigated the question if a high rate 

of erratic ratings at certain sites shows an association with the magnitude of placebo response and 

drug placebo separation at these sites compared to sites with no signs of unusually high erratic 

ratings. This post-hoc analysis was performed in unblinded data originating from three schizophrenia 

clinical trials of bitopertin focusing on the treatment of negative symptoms.  

Methods: Data from three phase 3, randomized, placebo controlled, negative symptom 

schizophrenia trial of bitopertin were used to model the placebo response and drug placebo 

difference. Data were analyzed for each protocol separately. We defined changes as erratic if the 

PANSS Marder negative factor score changed by at least 20% from visit to visit across a minimum of 

three consecutive visits and the changes occurred in opposite directions. We identified sites with a 

high rate of erratic ratings as those sites where the presence of erratic ratings was statistically 

significantly above the study mean. Using MMRM modelling we assessed difference in placebo 

response and drug placebo separation with regard to  the PANSS Marder negative factor score 

between sites with and sites without a high rate of erratic changes. 

Results: Data from all 3 protocols totaling 1,794 subjects (598 on placebo; 603 on low dose and 593 

on high dose of active medication) were analyzed. We identified 19/92(21%), 24/96(25%) and 

25/105(24%) sites as having significantly higher occurrence of erratic ratings. Across the 3 protocols 

at all timepoints the placebo response was significantly higher at the affected than the not affected 

sites with the exception of week 4 for protocol WN25309 and week 24 for protocol NN25310 where 

the placebo response at the affected sites was increased at a non-significant level. At week 24 there 

were no differences in the drug placebo separation between the two groups in any of the three 

studies.  

Discussion: In this post-hoc analysis of unblinded data from bitopertin phase 3 trials with negative 

results, sites with significantly increased presence of erratic changes in the Marder negative factor 

had a significantly higher response to placebo than non-affected sites.  While the increased response 

to placebo at the affected sites did not translate into statistically significant differences in drug 

placebo separation between the groups in these trials, the occurrence of erratic ratings should still 

be cause for great concern during the conduct of a study as they most likely represent poor quality 

of ratings and can increase placebo response.  
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